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Abstract. In this paper we classify all the irreducible super-unitary representations
of 5u(p,q/n), which can be integrated up to a unitary representation of
S(U(p,q)x U(ri)\ a Lie group corresponding to the even part of $u(p,q/ri). Note
that a real form of the Lie superalgebra sϊ(m/n; (C) which has non-trivial super-
unitary representations is of the form 5u(p,q/n)(p + q = m) or su(w/r,s)(r + s =n).
Moreover, we give an explicit realization for each irreducible super-unitary
representation, using the oscillator representation of an orthosymplectic Lie
superalgebra.

Introduction

The theory of Lie superalgebras and their representations have come to play an
important role in physics in recent years. They appear in several fields of physics
such as elementary particle physics, nuclear physics, theory of supergravity and
so on (cf. [20]).

Much fundamental work regarding basic classical Lie superalgebras and their
finite dimensional representations has been produced by V. G. Kac ([16-18]),
who classified all the finite dimensional simple Lie superalgebras. Thereafter, in
mathematics, many interesting papers on these algebras and their representations
have appeared.

In the early stages, mainly finite dimensional representations were studied.
Irreducible representations of simple Lie superalgebras are divided into typical
and atypical ones according to their central character ([18]). Finite-dimensional
typical irreducible representations have many properties in common with the finite
dimensional irreducible representations of simple Lie algebras ([1, Chap. II.5;
16,18]). But atypical representations are not so easy to treat even if they are finite
dimensional. Properties of atypical (finite dimensional) representations have not
been studied sufficiently (cf. [7]).
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In due time, infinite dimensional representations of simple Lie superalgebras
become more important (e.g., [3]). At the same time, there appeared many
papers on super-unitarity of the representations. It is worth noting that
whether a representation is typical or atypical has little to do with its super-
unitarity.

In the last few years, super-unitary representations have been studied extensively
in several different ways. For example they were studied from a general point of
view in [4] and explicit cases such as orthosymplectic algebras were treated in
[3,9,10,23], etc.

Classification of the irreducible super-unitary representations was made for
some basic classical Lie superalgebras which have low ranks. For sI(2/l;(C) and
its real forms $1(2/1; R), su(2/l) and su(l,l/l), classification of the irreducible
super-unitary representations was made in [5] and [6]. Also, classification of
osp(2/l;R) of type #(0,1) was completed ([6]). In [12], irreducible super-unitary
lowest weight modules of o$p(4/l) were classified.

Furthermore, all the irreducible super-unitary representations were classified
for $u(«/l) in [8], and for $u(n/m) in [13]. In a sense, these special super-unitary
algebras su(w/«) correspond to compact Lie groups. So their irreducible super-
unitary representations are all finite dimensional. For general orthosymplectic
algebras osp(2w/w;R), a large number of irreducible super-unitary representations
were realized in explicit forms in [23]. It seems that these representations exhaust
almost all of the irreducible super-unitary representations of o$p(2n/m;R). For
generic super-unitary representations called "discrete series," their (super-)
characters were also obtained in [21].

Recently, the authors received a preprint [14], which classifies super-unitary
highest weight representations of basic classical Lie superalgebras. The method of
classification in Jakobsen's paper uses Kac's determinant formula and resembles
a method used in the case of semisimple Lie algebra of the Hermitian symmetric
type. However, his method is completely different from ours.

Super-unitary (or star) representations of Lie superalgebras have also often
been discussed in papers of mathematical physics ([9, 15, 19]). The notion of
"super-unitarity" was defined under several different names and in different ways
in those papers.

Here, in this paper, we study the irreducible super-unitary representations of
a real form of a complex Lie superalgebra d(m/n;(C) of type A(m— l , n — 1) (for
the notations, see Sect. 2). The Lie superalgebra sί(m/n; C) has two types of real
forms sl(m/n; R) and su(p, q/r, s)(p + q = m,r + s = n). However, sl(m/n; C) itself and
sI(m/n;R) have no irreducible super-unitary representation except trivial ones. The
real form su(p, q/r, s) also has no irreducible super-unitary representation but trivial
ones if p, q, r and s are all positive at the same time. So the only real forms which
have non-trivial super-unitary representations are su(p, q/n)(p + q = m) and
su(w/r,s)(r + s = n). This fact seems well-known among experts (e.g., [3, 14]).
However, since we cannot find any available proof in the literature, we have given
a short proof (Proposition 2.2).

The main result presented in this paper is a classification of all the irreducible
super-unitary representations of su(p,g/n), which can be integrated up to
representations of S(U(p,q) x U(ή)\ a Lie group corresponding to the even part
(Theorem 5.3). Let us explain the method of the classification. At first, note that
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integrability implies they are admissible (see Lemma 1.4). Then Proposition 2,2
tells us they must be lowest or highest weight representations. So what we have
to do is to determine which highest weight modules or lowest weight modules are
super-unitarizable.

We imbed $u(p,q/ri) into an orthosymplectic algebra o$p(2(p +q)N/2nN;JR.)
(N^l). Note that we indicate by osp(2w/2n;]R) the orthosymplectic algebra of
type D(n,m\ whose even part is isomorphic to $p(2m;lR)®δo(2π). Since an
orthosymplectic algebra has a special super-unitary representation called oscillator
representation ([22]), we get a super-unitary representation of $u(p,q/ή) through
the above imbedding. By decomposing it, we can obtain a variety of irreducible
super-unitary representations. In this paper, complete decomposition is not carried
out. Instead, we construct a number of primitive vectors for $u(p,q/n) in explicit
forms. Then their weights are lowest weights of irreducible super-unitary
representations. The explicit forms of primitive vectors seem to be interesting for
combinatorics theory.

Finally, using the necessary conditions for super-unitarizability, we prove that
the obtained super-unitarity representations indeed exhaust all-of the irreducible
super-unitary representations.

Our method of classification is completely different from that in [14] and we
think ours is simpler. However, note that we only treat integrable super-unitary
representations, while Jakobsen classifies all the irreducible super-unitary highest
weight modules in [14]. Our method has one more advantage, namely it produces
realizations of the representations naturally.

Let us explain each section briefly. We introduce the notion of "super-unitarity"
in Sect. 1. Super-unitarity for representations of a Lie superalgebra is considered
also in [6, 24, 27], etc. We also define the "admissibility" for representations in
Sect. 1 and clarify the relation between integrability and admissibility.

In Sect. 2, we obtain a necessary condition for super-unitary admissible
representations of $u(p,q/n). This condition is a very weak one and requires that
all the weights of a super-unitary representation satisfy the same kind of inequality
(Proposition 2.2). Roughly speaking, this inequality requires that the weights of
the $u(n)-part are to be distributed between those of the su(p)- and stι(g)-parts of
the $u(p,g)-part. From this inequality, it follows that an irreducible super-unitary
representation must be a lowest or highest weight representation. The standard
positive root system Δ+ of $u(p,q/ri) is also introduced in Sect. 2.

In Sect. 3, we imbed *n(p,q/n) into osp(2(/? + q)/2n;JR) in explicit forms and
introduce another positive system Ψ+ of $u(p,q/ri). This is called the twisted
positive system and its image, caused by the above imbedding, is the standard
positive system for oδp(2m/2n;R).

Further, in Sect. 4.1, we explain the oscillator representation ofo$p(2mN/2nN;]R)
which is a super-unitary lowest weight representation. An imbedding of $n(p,q/n)
into osp(2mJV/2nΛΓ;R) is introduced in Sect. 4.2 and operators in the above
representations for the root vectors of su(/?, q/n) are shown in Sect. 4.3. We construct
a number of primitive vectors for Ψ~ in the representation space. Then each of
these vectors generates the irreducible super-unitary Ψ+-lowest weight
representations (see Proposition 4.3). Thereafter we transform those f"-primitive
vectors into primitive vectors for the standard positive system Δ~. So we produce
realizations of irreducible super-unitary Δ+-lowest weight representations as
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subrepresentations of oscillator representations (Proposition 4.5). This proposition
gives a sufficient condition for super-unitarizability.

In Sect. 5, as the first step, we introduce the triplets of Young diagrams each
of which represents a weight satisfying the necessary condition in Sect. 2. Then,
as the second step, we translate the obtained super-unitarizable lowest weights in
Proposition 4.5 into simpler forms by means of the above triplets of Young
diagrams. After that, we show that these weights indeed exhaust all of the super-
unitarizable lowest weights. Thus we obtain the complete list of super-unitarizable
lowest weight representations in Theorem 5.3. Furthermore we produce their
realizations by the imbedding su(p,g/n)c=_>osp(2(p-f q)N/2nN;JR) and oscillator
representations of the latter.

For highest weight representations, we can get a result in a similar way as in
the case of lowest weight representations (Theorem 5.5).

1. Definitions of Super-Unitary Representations

1.1. A Definition of Super-Unίtarίty. There are different ways of defining
super-unitary representations of a Lie superalgebra ([6, 22, 24]). They appear
different, however their essence is the same.

Let (L,E) be a representation of a real Lie superalgebra 9 = 9o® 9f

Definition 1.1 ([6, Sect. 1.3]). (L,E) is called super-unitary if there exists a positive
definite Hermitianform <v> on E = EQ®EI such that

(i) <E0-,£f>=0,

(ii) v/— \L(x) (xecjo) is symmetric with respect to < v>, i e , (\J~ lL(x)ι;,w> =

(v,^/— lL(x)w> (ι;,we£).
(iii) There is a constant ε = ± 1 depending only on (L, E) such that, if one chooses

a square rootj ofε^/—l, thenjL(y) (yeQϊ) becomes symmetric with respect to < v)>
i.e., (jL(y)v, w> = <ι?JL(j;)w> (v, weE).

We call this constant ε an associated constant.
The notation j sometimes leads to misunderstandings because there often

appear many different /s. In this definition, we respect the notation as used in the

original paper. However, later on we prefer the notation ^/—1 rather than j.

In the above definition, the choice of j = */— 1 seems superfluous because
super-unitarity only depends on the choice of ε = ± 1. So there must be a definition
only using the constant ε.

We call a form ( , •) on E x E super-Hermίtίan if it satisfies

for homogeneous elements a and b in E. Here degβ means the degree of a. A
super-Hermitian form is said to be homogeneous of degree zero if (#0, £f) = 0.

In [22, Definition 5.2], [24], a representation (L, E) of Lie superalgebra g with
the following properties is introduced. There is a super-Hermitian form ( , ),
homogeneous of degree zero, on E which satisfies

(i) ( , ) is ε-positive definite on E, i.e., (V)!EO *s positive definite and there is a

constant ε= +1 depending only on (L,E) such that εN/^T( , )l£δ *
definite.
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(ii) The form ( , ) is invariant under L, i.e.,

(L(x)v, w) + (-)deβxdcgι;(ι;,L(x)w) = 0 for homogeneous xeg and υ, weE.

This representation is also called super-unitary. In fact it is easy to see that they
determine the same class of representations.

1.2. Integrability and Admissibility. In this subsection, we gather some practical
terms and notions for super-unitary representations, which mainly concern
integrabίlity of representations. The first statement is about a Lie superalgebra g
itself.

Definition 1.2. ([17, Sect. 2]). A complex Lie superalgebra gc = gίpΘgf is called
classical if it is simple and the adjoint representation of g^ on gf is completely
reducible. A real Lie superalgebra g is called classical if its complexification is
classical.

In this article we only treat classical Lie superalgebras and thier super-unitary
representations. If g is a real Lie superalgebra which is classical, then g^ is reductive
Lie algebra ([17, Theorem 2]). Let ϊ be a maximal compact Lie algebra in gό
Here we say ϊ is compact if exp (ad I) is compact in exp (ad go). So by definition,
f contains the center of g^.

Definition 1.3. Let (L, E) be a representation o/g. Then we say (L, E) is admissible
if its restriction (L|f,E) to ϊ is decomposed into a direct sum of finite dimensional
irreducible representation of I with finite multiplicity.

This definition assures that an irreducible admissible super-unitary representa-
tion can be integrated at least up to exp (go) (see [26, Theorem 0.3.10], for
example). Conversely, we have

Lemma 1.4 ([11, Theorem 6]). Take an irreducible super-unitary representation
(L,E) o/g. //(L|gδ,E) is obtained by the differentiation of a unitary representation
of a reductive Lie group GQ with the Lie algebra g^, then it is admissible.

Hence, in the following, we can assume all the super-unitary representations are
admissible.

Lemma 1.5. Let g be a classical Lie superalgebra and (L, E) its admissible
representation. Then (L, E) has a weight space decomposition with respect to a Carton
subalgebra oft.

Proof. Since (L, E) is admissible, it is a direct sum of finite dimensional irreducible
representations of ϊ and each of them has a weight space decomposition according
to an elementary theory of Lie algebras. Therefore (L, E) itself has a weight space
decomposition if we sum up weight spaces in each irreducible component of
ϊ. Q.E.D.

2. A Weight Condition for Unitarizable Lowest Weight Modules of *u(p,qln)

Let V = VQ 0 Ff be a superspace of dimension (m/n) over (C, that is, VQ and Kj
are complex vector spaces of dimension m and n respectively. We often denote V
by Cm>/t. We define a super-Hermitian form h(pqlrs)(',-) on V using the matrix
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J(p,qlr,s) for /? + g = w and r + s = n:

Ί.

and for t;,we(Cm'n,

V«/r>>W) = H™/^>

where we consider an element in <Cm'n a column vector: Let_us define a Lie
superalgebra which leaves h(- ,-) = h(pq(rs)(- ,-) invariant. For fce{0,ϊ}, we put

u(p, q/r, s)k = {Λ egl(m/rc; €)k\ h(Av9 w) + ( - )fcdeg(ϋ)/ί(t;, Λ w) = 0 for v, we V},

and § = u(/?,^/r,5) = u(/?,^/r,5)oΘu(/?,^/r,5)f. A subalgebra
sl(w/w; C), denoted by g, is a real form of sl(w/τι; (C). The sets of all diagonal matrices
of these Lie superalgebras become Cartan subalgebras and we write them as ζ
and ί) respectively. Let Hkl = Ektk + £Mef)c for l ί g / ί ^ w < / ! g w + H, where Ektl

is a matrix of M(m + n; C) with (fc, /)-element 1 and elsewhere 0.
Now we study the unitary representations of su(p,#/r,s). However, in almost

all the cases the only irreducible unitary representation is the trivial one. In fact,
we have

Lemma 2.1 (cf. [5, Proposition 2.2]). Let (π, V) be an irreducible admissible super-
unitary representation of g = stι(p,g/r,s) with associated constant ε = ± 1 and λ be
any weight of V, then

η / A _£ ιv _; p, f i t -x * ̂  r r » | Γ OΓ

ελ(Hkl) ^ 0 jor

αnrf

l ^ f e ^ ϋ , m + r < / ^ m + n or
ελ(Hkl) ^ 0 /or

Proo/. Let <•,•> be a Hermitian form on K which makes π super-unitary. From
the definition of unitarity, we have

where Xe$ι and vλ is a non-zero weight vector with weight λ. To get the first

condition, we put X = £M + λ/^T£/ ,fcegr. Then it holds that 2π(X)2 = π([X, X~\) =

we get

The second condition can be obtained in the same way. Q.E.D

From the above lemma, we can easily see that, if V is not trivial, then either
p = 0, m or r = 0, n. In fact, let us consider a weight Λ,e(ζc)* of V9 and put λk = ελ(Ekfk)
for 1 ̂  k ̂  m and μ, = — ελ(Em+ltm+l) for 1 ̂  / ̂  «. Then from the lemma, we get

4 ̂  M for the first condition,
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and

μl 5̂  λk for the second condition.

Therefore if p ̂  0, m and r ̂  0,« it holds that

λa£μb£λc£μd£ λa

for l^a^p<c^m and \^b^r<d^n. Thus λfc = μ, for all fc,/, and the
restriction of Λ, to ί) is trivial.

Since su(p,g/π,0), su(p,g/0,«), su(rc,0/p,q) and δu(0,n/p,g) are all isomorphic
to each other, hereafter we only consider the algebra g = $u(p,q/n,Q). Mainly we
will write su(p,q/n) = su(/?,g/n,0). Let us list a basis for su(p,q/ri).

a) Basis for su(p,g/nV

- 1(£M - EJJ) (i <j and ije/p = (1,. . . ,p} or i,jelq = {p + 1,..., m}),
m m + n

~1C, where C = n£E, i + m X E,;,
i= 1

(i <j and zj6/p or ijelq or ίjeln = {m + 1,...,m + n}\

^ϊ(Eimj-EJti)9 EU + EJJ (ielpjelq).

b) Basis for su(p,^f/n)f:

°r ίe/n, 76/p),

or ie/π, j

We describe a positive system in the root system of $u(p,q/ri). Let {ek} be a
basis of (5C)* such that ek(Eltl) = 54ϊl, then one of the positive systems is given by

Δ? = {ek-el\k<l, k, lelp or k, lelq or k, leln}

: the set of positive compact roots,

Δ* = {ek — el \ kelp, lelq} : the set of positive non-compact roots,

Δ£ = Δ* u Δ* : the set of positive even roots,

ΔΪ = {βfc — e/lfce/pU/^/e/,,} : the set of positive odd roots,

Δ + = 40 u 4 j" : the set of positive roots.

Let us call the positive system standard (see Sect. 3.2 bis) and the terms highest
or lowest refer to this particular positive system Δ +. Sometimes we use the notation
fl (I g n) instead of et+m. If λe(ί)^)* is expressed as

Ί= Σ M- Σ ft/* (2.i)
1 ̂  ί

then we write Λ, = (A 1 ,A 2 ) ) ^m/Mι 9 A ί 2? '//π) and call it a coordinate expression
of λ. Note that the coordinate expression has ambiguity because it is a restriction
of an element in (t) c)* to ί).

Proposition 2.2. Lei (π, V) be an irreducible admissible unitary representation of
g = sιι(p, <?/r, 5) wiί/z associated constant ε — ± 1.
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(1) Ifp Φ 0, m and r ̂  0, «, then (π, V) is trivial.
(2) For g = $u(p,q/n) = su(/?,g/n,0), there are two possibilities.
(2a) Ifε = 1, then (π, V) is a highest weight representation and its highest weight

λ satisfies

(2b) Ifε = — 1, then (π, V) is a lowest weight representation and its lowest weight
λ satisfies

Proof. (1) was proved and now we show (2a).

Since V is admissible, V has a weight space decomposition. Let v be a non-zero
weight vector. From the irreducibility of V, we get V = Ϊ7(gc)ι;, where ί/(gc) is
the universal enveloping algebra of gc. Denote

= =9?= ® 90 » and

where gα or g^ is a root space of gc of root α or /? respectively. Then gδ c is the
complexification of a maximal compact subalgebra ϊ of gό. According to Poincare-
Birkhoff-Witt theorem, it can be written as

We write W = l/(g|pχ then from Lemma 2.1 any weight /I of W will satisfy the
following condition:

for l^i^p<j^m and l ^ f e ^ n . Therefore there exists a 4Π

+-highest weight
vector in W. In fact, from the above condition, there exists a non-negative integer
ί(l,p+ 1) such that (£ltp+1)

ί(llp+ l)v /O and (BliJ,+ 1)
f(1 p+1)+1ι? = 0. There also

exists a non-negative integer ί(l,p -h 2) such that

O and

and so on. Then the vector

F̂
p,p+2

is 4^ -highest. We again denote this vector by veW. Since υ generates a finite
dimensional representation for the compact subalgebra gόc, there exists an
XEU(QQ >c) such that Xυ becomes a ^-highest weight vector. The vector w = Xv
is also a \4Π

+ -highest weight vector because of the relation [g^g^J <= 9^n.
If Ύv and Y2 are in gf , then we have

since [gf,gf ] ^g^ Therefore we can conclude that the action of Λ g f on w is
well-defined. Take p + e Λ g j " with the highest weight among the elements which
satisfy p+w ^0. Then p+w becomes a A + -highest weight vector because:
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(i) If Y is a root vector in gf , then Yp + € Λg^" has a weight larger than that
of p + . So by the above definition of p+, we have Yp+w = 0.

(ii) If Y is in g£Λ, then it holds that Yp+ w = p+ Yw = 0, since [g±, g£j = (0).
(iii) Assume that Y is a root vector in g^ c. We can write

Yp + w = p+ Yw 4- [T,p+]w = |T,p+]w.

Since [g£c,gf ] erg?, we can conclude that IT,p+]eΛg±, which has a higher
weight than that of p+. Hence we have Yp+w = [7,/?+]w = 0 by the above
definition of p + .

Thus p*w becomes a Δ+ -highest weight vector, and V is a highest weight
representation. The proof for (2b) is similar. Q.E.D.

Corollary 2.3. Let (π, V) be an irreducible super-unitary representation 0/g = su(p,
// (π, V) can be integrated up to a representation of S(U(p, q) x l/(n)), ί/ien (π, V) is a
highest or lowest weight representation with integral weights.

Proof. From Lemma 1.4, (π, F) is admissible. Then it is a highest or lowest weight
representation. Since the weights are obtained by the differentiation of a
representation of a maximal torus in S(U(p, q) x U(ri)\ they are integral. Q.E.D.

3. Canonical Imbedding of Super-Unitary-Algebras
into Orthosymplectic Algebras

3.1. Abstract Imbedding. Let F = VQ®VI be a complex superspace with super-
Hermitian form A( , ) We assume that h is of degree zero, i.e., A(Fo, Ff) =
h(Vι, VQ) = 0. Then by u(/ι) we denote a super-unitary algebra consisting of elements
which leave h(-9 •) invariant:

u(Λ) = {x6gI(K)|ή(xι;, w) -f (-)degA;degt;/z(ι;,xw) = 0}.

Consider K as a real superspace and put

b(v9 w) = Im h(v, w)

{Λ(ι;, w) -h (-)degtjdegw/ι(w, i;)} (Ό, we F).

Then fc( , •) is a super-skew symmetric real linear form on V.

Lemma 3.1. Every element xe\ι(h) belongs to osp(fc) if it is considered as a real
linear transformation on V.

Proof. In fact, since x leaves λ( , •) invariant, it leaves Im /ι( , •) invariant. Q.E.D.

Note that fc( , ) is non-degenerate if A( , ) is non-degenerate.

3.2. Explicit Imbedding. Let us consider the following normal form of A( , •) (cf.
Sect. 2). Put dimc F = (m/ri). We arrange first a basis for KQ then one for Ff and
get the basis for F = <Cm'". Using this basis, we define Λ(v) = Ί(p.«/r,s)(v) by the
matrix J(pjqfrtS)(p + q = m,r + s = n)asm Sect. 2.

We write ιι(A) = u(p, q/r, s) and call it a super-unitary algebra of type (p, <?/r, s).
Let sI(F) be a Lie superalgebra consisting of all the super-traceless matrices. Then
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a special super-unitary algebra su(p,q/r,s) defined in Sect. 2 is equal to
u(/?,<?/r,s)nsl(K). limΦn then the center of u(p,q/r,s) is isomorphic to ιι(l) and
we have a decomposition

u(p, q/r, s) = u(l) Θ su(p, g/r, s).

Let {tyl1 g j g m + n} be a standard basis for V = Cm'w, whose Ith element is 1
and the others are all zero. Now we want to have a matrix B for super-skew
symmetric form b(-, •) = Im Λ( , •). Let KR be a real form of V spanned by the basis
mentioned above. Then, as a real vector space, V has the following basis:

-Iv p+ !,

Put

V? = <vm+ !,..., f?m+r>/R, Ff = <ι;m+r+1,...

Then the above basis is arranged in the following order:

For this basis the matrix B for fc( , •) is expressed as follows:

L 2r

-1
and

2s J

(ϋ, vv) = *vBw (v, w E V).

We denote the orthosymplectic algebra o$p(fo) for the above b by oδp(2m/2r,2s;R)
or simply osp(2w/2r,2s).

The above results are summarized in

Proposition 3.2. ,4 super-unitary algebra u(p, g/r, s) can be canonically imbedded into
osp(2(p + g)/2r,2s;IR). With respect to this imbedding, the commutant of u(p,q/r,s)
in osp(2(p + g)/2r,2s;R) is the center u(l) of u(p,q/r9s) itself under the condition

Proof. Take X in osp(2(p + g)/2r,2s;IR). Since u(l) and a Cartan subalgebra of
$ii(p,g/r,s) together generate a Cartan subalgebra of osp(2(p + g)/2r,2s;]R), if X
commutes with both ιι(l) and 5u(/?, q/r, s) then X commutes with the whole Cartan
subalgebra. According to the definition of Cartan subalgebra, X belongs to the
Cartan subalgebra of osp(2(p H- g)/2r, 2s; R). So X can be expressed as

X = Hu + Hβu (Hueιι(l), //5UeCartan algebra of su(p, g/r, s)).

The component #su commutes with su(p, g/r, s). Since su(p,^f/r,s) is simple, it
must be zero. Now we can conclude that Xeu(l). Q.E.D.
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In the following, we only consider the super-unitary algebra u(p, q/n, 0) = u(p, q/n)
and the orthosymplectic algebra o$p(2w/2n,0;IR) = osp(2m/2π;IR).

To exhibit the correspondence of the roots of u(p,q/n) and o$p(2(p + g)/2n;R),
we first prepare the notations for orthosymplectic algebras. The elements in

2n;]R) are matrices of the form

A B

C -1A

D

where Aegl(m; IR) (m = p + q\ B and C are symmetric, P and Q are m x 2π-matrices,
and D belongs to so(2n). This algebra has a compact Cartan subalgebra t:

h

' 0 A

-A 0

0

0

0 B

-B oj

(3.1)

We define c£e(tc)* (1 g i ̂  m) and ̂ 6(tc)* (1 g ^ π) by putting

for /zet of the form in (3.1). Then roots are given as

Σ+ — y
^ — Z* _

If λe(tc)* is of the form

= Σ

the set of positive compact roots,

the set of positive non-compact roots,

the set of positive even roots,

the set of positive odd roots,

the set of positive roots.

Σ Mi>
1 ̂  i ̂  π

then we write Λ, = (̂  , A2, . . . , λm/μl9 μ2,...,μn) and call it a coordinate expression oϊλ.
Take /i in a compact Cartan subalgebra I) of δu(p, g/n):

x/- lβ

where

Ap = diag(fl!, α2,..., ap\ Aq = diag(ap+1 ,ap+2,...,ap+q\ B = diag(bί9b29..., bn).

Then, if we denote the imbedding described above (cf. Proposition 3.2) by
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n;IR) is of the following form:

φ(h)= -A

B

-B

et.

Now it is easy to see that ψ maps roots

'βi-βj, βt-fj and ft-fj

of su(p, q/n) (see Sect. 2) to the roots

') ,̂ sgn(ί)Ci-dj and ^-d,.

of osp(2w/2n; IR) respectively, where sgn(j) is 1 if 1 ̂  i ̂  p and — l i f p + l ^ g ΐ ^ p + g.
We define a positive system lf/+ for su(p,q/n) as

and call it the twisted positive system (or compatible positive system for osp).
Recall that we called the positive system Δ+ for su(p, g/n) standard.

4. Primitive Vectors in the Oscillator Representation
for a Special Unitary Algebra

4.1. Review of Oscillator Representations. In [22], we defined a super-unitary
representation for osp(2m/2n;R) called the oscillator representation. Let us review
the construction of it briefly.

First we give the representation space of the oscillator representation p. Let
C c (r, | l^/^n) be a Clifford algebra over C generated by { r z | l ^ / ^ π } with
relations

We denote by C£(rf] 1 ̂  / ̂  n) a subalgebra of Cc(r/| 1 ̂  / ̂  n) generated by even
products of r/s and by Cf (r,| 1 g / g π) a subspace generated by odd products of
r/s. Then clearly we have

and C^r/l 1 ̂ l^n) becomes a superalgebra with this Z2-grading.
For the representation space F = Foθ^r of p, we take as follows:

FO - C[zfc| 1 ̂  /c ̂  m] ® Cf(η 1 1 ̂  / ̂  n),

F f = C[zk 1 1 ̂  fc ̂  m] (x) Cf (r,| 1 g / ̂  n),
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where <C[zk| 1 ̂  k ̂  m] means a polynomial algebra generated by [zk\ 1 £Ξ fc ̂  m}.
Second, we give the operations of osp(2m/2n;R) on F. Let V= VQ® V\ be a

superspace of dimension (2m/2n) on which osp(2w/2n;R) naturally acts. We denote
a super-skew symmetric form on V by ί? and consider that osp (2m/2n; 1R) = osp(b).
Choose the basis {pk,qk\ l^k^m} for VQ such that

&(P. > tfj) = - b(4p P^ = διp b(Pί> Pj) = b(li> 4;) = 0,

and an orthogonal basis {rl9Sι\ 1 ̂  / ̂  n} for Ff with respect to b with length λ/2.

Then there exists a superalgebra CR(K;b) over 1R which is generated by
{pk,qk\l^k^m}v{rhsl\l^l^n} with relations

PtPj ~ qjPt = SIP rtSj + s/i = 0, rirj + r/j - 25y, 5̂ ,- + s.-s,. = 2δij9

and all the other pairs of p,q,r,s commute with each other. CR(K;ft) can be
considered as a Lie superalgebra in a standard way (cf. [17, Sect. 1.1]), and
osp(2w/2n;lR) can be realized as a sub-Lie superalgebra in CR(F;fe) (cf. [25]). Let
L be a subspace generated by second degree elements of the following form:

Then L becomes a sub-Lie superalgebra. An operator ad(xy + ( — )degxdegyj;χ)
preserves KcCR(K;i?) and the bilinear form b, and this gives an isomorphism
between L and osp(2m/2n;lR). From now on, we will identify L and osp(2m/2π;lR)
with each other.

The oscillator representation p is actually a representation of the superalgebra
CR(K;ί>) given by

where αf is an automorphism of the Clifford algebra CR(η| 1 ̂  / ̂  n) which sends
rfc to ( — )δk'lrk (l^k-^ri). If we restrict p to the sub-Lie superalgebra
osp(2w/2rc;lR)c= CR(K;b), then p gives a super-unitary representation for
osp(2w/2π;lR). For more information on p, see [22] and [23].

4.2. Imbedding of su(p,g/n) into osp(2wAΓ/2rcΛf;lR). As in [23], we consider the
following imbeddings:

ψ:su(p, q/n) c_^ osp(2m/2n; R) <=!_> osp(2mN/2nN; 1R).

Here / is given as follows. Let K = KQ 0 V\ be the superspace with the super-skew
symmetric bilinear form V—bv as above and W — W$ be a usual N-dimensional
vector space with a positive definite inner product bw. Then a superspace

VF= FO® WQ + Vι® WQ is endowed with a super-skew symmetric bilinear
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form bv<S)W = bv®bw. If we consider

o$p(bv) = osp(2w/2«;R)
and

i is given by ι(A) = A ® 1 w f°r A e osp(2w/2n; R). In the matrix form, this only means

ι(A) = I* <*22 I* for A = (fly).

Since $n(p,q/n) is imbedded into 05p(2w/2n;R) by \fι as in Sect. 3.2, $u(p,g/n) is
now imbedded into osp(2wΛf/2nΛΓ;R). We denote this imbedding by ψ.

Let (p,F) be the oscillator representation of osp(2wΛ/Y2nΛΓ;R) so that

The successive application of \jι then p gives a super-unitary representation p = p°ψ
of su(p, g/tt). In the following subsections, we try to decompose this super-unitary
representation p of $u(p,q/n). Since the associated constant of p is ε= — 1, an
irreducible super-unitary representation for su(p, g/rc) which appears in (p, F) is a
lowest weight module. Therefore what we have to do is to find all the primitive
vectors for p.

4.3. Operators for Root Vectors. Let XΛ (αe/1) be a non-zero root vector for a root
α of su(/?, <7/n). Then up to a non-zero constant multiple, operators p(XΛ) are given
as follows.

Root vectors for aeΔ~:

(I) α = - (ek -

(II) α = — (ek — //)(/? < k rg m, 1 ̂  / ̂  n); £ zfct//fι/ (l + αίf</),

(III) α=-(^-ι

(IV) α=-fe- ι

(V) α=-fe-ί

(VI) «=-(/,-.

where α ί t j is an automorphism of Cc(r fc/ |l

Γ r

α;,/ru)H f

M

for 1 g k ̂  n, 1 ̂  / <; N.

'f— rίtj if

Σ ^
k / '

;=ι ' 5z<v

?ιZwέ'

y g a

N

7=1

or j φ /,

and = /,

such that
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(11 + ) x = ek-fl

(VI + ) α = Λ - /,(! ̂  k < / ̂  n);

N

Σ^
7=1

N c
Σ ~

7=1 OZt

N

Σ *u
7=1

N
v-«

7=1

N

Σ
7=1

ΛT

Σ
7=1

+ αfcj)(l - α^).

Since the calculations are easy and elementary, we omitted them.

4.4. Description of Primitive Vectors for the Twisted Systems. At first, we consider
the twisted positive system Ψ+ (see Sect. 3.2). Then primitive vectors for Ψ~ must
be killed by the operators of type (I), (II + ), (III), (I V + ), (V) and (VI) in Sect. 4.3.

( N} ( N}
For 1 ̂  a ̂  min< p9—r and 1 ̂  b rg min< q9— >, put

For — < a ̂  min{p, JV} we replace the element zkj2j- 1 ± zkt2j (N — a < j ^ a) in

and Λβ by zktN-a+j. Similarly, for — < b ^min{^,7V}, we replace the element

zk,2j- 1 ± zk,2j (N — b< j ^ b) in Ξb and Ξb by zfc N _ b + 7 . We denote this situation by

for example. We put, for a = 0 or b = 0, Λ0 = Λ0 = E0 = Ξ0 = 1.
For 0 ̂  c ̂  N, we define

/=! 1=1

where Λz>c and R/ > c are given by

^ ί c= ]~[ (r^^^r^-)
7=1

7=1
Π

if l^c^-,

if
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and

N-c N N

ΓK'w-i-'wj) Π ru if T<^N.
j=l j=2N~2c+l Λ

Here we consider Rt >0 = R/ > 0 = 1. Note that they are vectors in the representation
space F = C[zy| 1 g i ̂  m, ί ^ j g N] ® C(rkl\ 1 ̂  k g n, 1 ̂  / g N) of the oscillator
representation p.

Lemma 4.1. Lei integers a, b and c satisfy the condition a ̂  c ̂  N — b. Then the
vectors AaΞbRc and ΛaΞbRc are primitive for Ψ~ .

Proof. One can easily check that the vectors in the lemma are killed by the
operators of type (III) and (IV + ). For the other operators, we note that the
following equations hold:

,N-a}\ (4.1)

I, (4.2)

:,JV-c}), (4.3)

rι,2j-ι(l -α/,2j-ι)^c = ̂ ,2/1 -α/,2j)^c (7 ̂ πιin{c,N-c}). (4.4)

First consider an operator of type (V). It kills the vectors in the lemma. In fact,
for j ^ min{α, b}, we have

d d B \ - d A d - d A\ , „ Λ r, , __Λ

from Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2). For j > min{α,b}, one of the factors dΛJdz and dΞb/dz
vanishes, where d/dz represents an operator which appears in Eq. (4.5). More
precisely, if j > α, then we get

Similarly, if j > b, then we get

b

Next let us show that the operator (I) kills the vectors in the lemma. For
j ̂  min {α, N — c} = min {α, c, N — α, N — c}9 we have

d d \
l+<*u;-iH^ - r/,2/1 + αu;) \ΛaRc

dzi,2j-l

(4.6)
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from Eqs. (4.1) and (4.3). For j > min{α, N - c}, we get

— /lα = 0 or r(l+α)#c = 0,
dz

in the same way as above. Here we denote by d/dz or r(l +α) an operator which
appears in (4.6).

For operator (II), we can use Eqs. (4.2) and (4.4) instead of (4.1) and (4.3).
Lastly we consider operator (VI). Note that the operators

r/,2;-ι(l +<*u, -ι) and rk,2j-ι(l -<*k,2j-ι)

are anti-commutative. Then Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) tell us that the vectors are killed
by the operator. Q.E.D.

A Young diagram y = (α1,α2,...,α /) is a decreasing sequence of finite non-

negative integers. We put \Y\= Σ at.,depth(y) = max{r|a r ^0}, ht(Y) = oL^9 and

call them length, depth and height of Y respectively. Let tY = (iι,i29...9iι ) be the
transposed Young diagram of Y. Namely

where #5 means the cardinality of the set S. Note that the operation '(•) is involutive:
t(Ύ)= Y. Let <& be the set of all the Young diagrams. Define a subset y(N) in
the direct product 9 x ̂  x 9 as

ht(YA) ^ min{p - 1, N - c, }, Λί(yB) ̂  min {<? - 1, cπ} }.

We associate vectors vτ and vτ in F with an element T = (YA, YB,Z)e^~(N) as
follows. For YA ^(^^...^\YB = (β^9β29...9βl2\ put /^ = %,/Λ = %. Write
^ = O Ί J Ϊ 2 > - - - ί ί p - ι λ ^ = (Λ» 72. ..,Λ-ι)and ίZ-(s1,s2,...). Then the vectors t;τ

and vτeF are given by
n n

Rτ=[[ RI,N-CI> RT= Π RI,N-CI>
1=1 1=1

/ i h li _ h

Vτ = H ΛΛi Π Ξβ/Rτ and vτ = Π Λ« Π ^/Λr
- t = l j = l » = 1 j = l

Lemma 4.2. We have for 1 ̂  fc ̂  / ̂  n,

N

Σ r*,//,/1 - αfcj)(! + «ιj)ΛΓ - 0,
7 = 1

N

Σ ^./ί,/1 - αϋί1 + αΆ = o.
7 = 1

Proof. To prove the above, we shall show that

K,2j- ιrlt2j- ι(l - αfc,2j- ι)(l + αt.27- 1) + rkt2jrlt2J(ί - <*kt2j)(l + θίlί2j)}Rτ = 0

for any 7. We gather all the terms in the product expression of Rτ which concern
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either 7*fc,2; -ι> r fc,2j or r l t 2 j - \ , i Ί t 2 j Then Rτ can be written as

Rτ=±R(k,l9j) R'T9

where R(k, /, 7) is one of the following forms:

X

(rk,2j-ί + rk,2j)(rl,2j-l + ri,2j)>

fe,2j- 1 + rk,2j)rl,2j-lrl,2j'

Now the explicit calculations show that

K,2j-ιO,2j-ι(l -αkf2j-ι)(l + αu;-ι) + rkt2jrlt2j(l -αkι2</)(l + α

in all cases. Q.E.D.

Proposition 4.3. For Tε^~(N), vectors vτ and vτ are primitive for Ψ~ ', i.e., fci/ied
bj; ί/z^ operators {p(Xa)\ae Ψ~}. Weights of vτ and vτ are the same and given by
λ = (A! , A2 , . . . , Am/^! , μ29...9μn) with

2

N
l~ 2"

Remark. For the coordinate expression of A, see (2.1).

Proo/. The essential part of the proof is given in Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. Note that
operators p(XΛ) are first order differential operators except the two which are type
(V) and (VI). For these operators we have

β(X,)υτ = Σ fajb(z, rΓp(XΛ)(ΛaΞbRτ\
a,b

where f0tb(z9 r) is a vector in F.
If the reader uses Lemma 4.1 and calculates carefully, then the reader can

conclude that either

p(XΛ)(ΛaΞbRτ) really vanishes of/βtft(z, r) = 0

holds. Thus vτ is killed by p(Xa).
For the type (V) operator, the situation is similar because indices i and k of

the partial differentials are divided into two which correspond to Aa and Ξb

respectively. So they are essentially first order differential operators.
For the type (VI) operators, Lemma 4.2 tells you that vτ and vτ are killed by

them.
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Next we calculate the weights of vτ and vτ. Note that elements in the Cartan
subalgebra rjί of u(p, q/n) are represented by the operators as follows:

0 ̂  * ̂;=ι

where sgn(/c) is defined as in Sect. 3.2 and octj is the automorphism of F given in
Sect. 4.1.

Since p(^/—\Ekίk) (1^/c^m) are only the Euler's degree operators up to
constant multiple, the results are easy to get.

For p(^ΛEm + ltm + l) (1 ̂  / g n), note that

if 7 g cf I Cj g — I or 7 ̂  N — c, I ct > — 1. On the other hand, we have

N
jRτ = Rτ if cl ̂  — and) > 2ct

N
RT = -Rτ if c, > — and; >2N- 2c,.

The above three formulas prove the result for p(v~
The proof for i;Γ is similar. Q.E.D.

4.5. Description of Primitive Vectors for the Standard System. In this subsection,
we give typical primitive vectors for the standard negative system Δ~ of $u(p9q/n).
Primitive vectors for Δ~ are to be killed by the type (I-VI) operators in Sect. 4.3.
As in the former subsection, we put

Ωb = det(zfc>27 -l + Zk,2j\Zk,N-b+j)p<kZp+b>
I S j ^ b

Ωb = άet(Zkί2j-ι — zk,2j\Zk,N-b+j)p<kZp+b'

For the notation in the above equations, see Sect. 4.4. Since the type (II) operators
play a decisive role in the following, we have given an extra notation:

N
χk,ι = Σ z*,/u(i + °O

7=1

Now take T = (YA, YB,Z)e^(N) and define IA and IB as in Sect. 4.4. For Z =
(c1,c2,...,O, put

n mi

ml = mm{m,p + cl}(i^l^n\ and ^ Γ =Π Π xk,ι (4 7)
ί = l Λ = p + l

Let us consider the following vectors wr and wr:
lι h _ lι _ h

Wτ=HΛatHΩfij Rτ and w r = fl ^«ι Π β/»/Λr
i=l 7=1 i = l 7=1
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Lemma 4.4. The vectors Xτwτ and Xτwτ are non-zero and killed by XStt (p < s ̂  m,
l^t^n).

Proof. Let us show that Xτwτ is non-zero at first. To prove this, it is enough to
see that XTRT ^0. Assume that m is sufficiently large. If we expand Rτ into the
monomials in rij9 then every monomial has degree

1=1

n

Note that the degree of Xτ is Σ cι because we assume m is sufficiently large.
/ = ι

Since the operator rzj(l + α/j) acts on every monomial as zero if it contains
rl tj and as 2 otherwise, it is easy to see that, after applying Xτ to every monomial,
the result is of the form

/(*)• Π Γy.

Here f(z) does not vanish. In fact, if we put d = #<l\Cι^ — >, then, for example,
the coefficient of ^

n

Π Π v;,2, Π v,w-c,+, * Π
1 = 1 \ 7 = 1 j = N-cι + l / l=d+l\j=ί

in /(z) is ± 2degXτ. The sign ± depends on the order of the arrangements of rf /s.
If m is relatively small, then you can consider ideal operators Xk^ (m +1 g fc ̂  m')

with ideal symbols {z f cjw+ 1 ̂  /c:gw', l^j^N} for a sufficiently large w'.
Consider ̂ τ for this m' and write it as X'τ. Then according to the above discussion,
we have X'TRT Φ 0. On the other hand, we can write X'τ = X"τ - XT with superfluous
part X"τ. Since X'TRT Φ 0, we see that XTRT Φ 0.

Next we show that XstXTRT = 0. If XStt appears as a member of the product
for XT9 then the equation holds because X*t = 0. Thus assume that XStt does not
appear in Xτ. Then we have s ̂  mt + 1 and mt = p 4- ct < m (1 ̂  ί ̂  n). Fix ί and
consider monomials in #τ which contain {rf J1 ̂ 7 ̂  N}. Then their degrees with
respect to {rtj\ 1 ̂ 7^ AT} aj*e the same, i.e. N — ct (l^t^ri). On the other hand,
the degree of Xτ with respect to {Xktt\p < k g m} is mt — p = ct. So we get

for any ί. This means that the monomials which appear in XTRT necessarily
N

contain the product Y[ rtj. Since it is easy to see

.7=1

we have XSttXTRT = 0. Q.E.D.

Proposition 4.5. For Te^~ (N) vectors Xτwτ and X'τwτ are non-zero and primitive
for Δ~9 i.e., killed by the operators {p(Xa)\oceA~}. Weights ofXτwτ and Xτwτ are
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the same and given by λ = ( λ ί 9 λ2, . . . , λjμl9μ2, - - - , μn) with

JV
λk=-Jk-p-sk-p-~ (p<k^m

N
λl = cl-ml-\-p- — (I ^ / ̂  w),

where {mj αre gfiven in (4.7).

. As in the proof of Proposition 4.3, it can be proved similarly that the
vectors wτ and wτ are killed by the operators of type (I, III, IV, V) and (VI).

Since operators (I) and (III) commutes with {XkJ}9 they kill Xτwτ and Xτwτ.
Lemma 4.4 tells us that operators (II) kill them.

Since Xτwτ and Xτwτ can be treated in the same way, we only concern
ourselves with Xτwτ in the following.

Let us consider an operator Y of type (IV). Y satisfies either [Y9Xktϊ\ = 0 or
[y,Xw] = XJtι for; < k. Considering these two equations, one can conclude that
Y commutes with Xτ. Hence operators (IV) kill Xτwτ and Xτwτ.

For an operator Z of type (V), we should note [Z,XM] = 0 or [Z, Xk J is of
type (I). Hence Z commutes with Xτ or \Z,XΎ~\ = ̂ X'TZ

r using operators {Z'}

of type (I). Now it can be easily seen that z

cXTZwT = 0 if [Z,JSrΓ] = 0,
ZXτwτ = j χτzwτ + Σ *'Γ

z/wr = 0 otherwise.
Z'

Finally, consider an operator W of type (VI). Since [W,Xk>l]=Q or
[PF,Jί f cJ=X f c ί for /<ί, [W,-YΓ] is a linear combination of the operators
XkίtXτ(k, /), where Xτ(k9 1) denotes the operator obtained by eliminating Xktl in
Xτ. Note that / Φ t. Careful check of the proof of Lemma 4.4 leads to
XkttXT(k, l)wτ = 0 for / ̂  0 for / ̂  t. Now we have [W9 ^Γ]wr - 0 and

WXτwτ = XτWwτ + [W, Xτ^wτ = 0.

Since the weight of Xktl is ek —fl9 it is easy to calculate the weights of Xτwτ and
Xτwτ, using weight operators in the proof of Proposition 4.3. Q.E.D.

5. Determination of the Unitarizable Lowest Weight Modules for *u(p,q/n)

In this section we investigate a necessary condition for the unitarizability of
irreducible lowest weight representations of sιι(p,g/n) with respect to Δ + . It turns
out that the unitarizable lowest weight modules obtained in Sect. 4 exhaust all
the irreducible unitary representations of$u(p9q/n) (Theorem 5.3).

Definition 5.1. For the weight λ of the form in Proposition 2.2(26), we define three
Young diagrams Y\9 Ύ\ ana Ύ\\
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Y == ( ~ Λ, A- — Al9...,A2 — ΛI,O),

* 2 ~ v^m ~~~

We pwί έ/f = depth (Ff) /or 1 ̂  ί ̂  3, and gι=μn- λm, g2 = ̂ - μi9 g3 = λί~ λm.

From the result of [2, Theorem 7.4], we get

Proposition 5.2. With notations as above, the lowest weight λ of an irreducible
super-unitary representation satisfies

Proof. If (π, V) is an irreducible super-unitary representation with the lowest weight
λ, then (π,V) contains a unitary representation of su(p,g)e$u(p,g/n)6 with the
lowest weight (λ1,λ29...9λm). Therefore an irreducible representation of su(p,g)
with the lowest weight (λl9 λ2, . . . , λm) is unitarizable. Let us convert the condition
in [2, Theorem 7.4] to the condition of the representations of the lowest weight
type and apply that condition to the above weight. Then we get the inequality of
this proposition. Q.E.D.

Now we are ready to state our main theorem.

Theorem 5.3. Let (n,V) be an irreducible Δ+ -lowest weight representation of
su(p, q/ri) with the integral lowest weight λe(l)c)*. Conditions (I) and (II) are necessary
and sufficient for (π, V) to be super-unitary.

(I) The lowest weight λ satisfies

A p + 1 ^. . .^A m ^μ n ^. . .^μ 1 gλ 1 ^ ..^λp. (5.1)

(II) With notations given in Definition 5.1, λ satisfies condition (5.2) or (5.3):

g2'^d1+q and g^d39 (5.2)

02 = ̂ i -J- ^2 an& gι=d3= 0. (5.3)

Remark I . The above theorem, together with the highest weight version Theorem 5.5,
classifies all the irreducible super-unitary representations which can be integrated
up to the representations of S(U(p,q) x U(n)\ a Lie group corresponding to the
even part su(p,g/n)o. In fact, Corollary 2.3 tells us that the representation is a
highest or lowest weight module with integral weights. All such representations
are classified by Theorem 5.3.
Remark 2. If n = 0 then the conditions in this theorem become

(I) Vl^-^m^l^-^> (")03^1+<i2.

Condition (II) above is just the condition given in Proposition 5.2, which is derived
from [2, Theorem 7.4].

If q = 0 then the conditions become

(I) μ^.-.^μ^λ^...^, (Π) λt-μ^dt,

and if p = 0 then the conditions become

(I) λ 1 ^-.^λ w ^μ l l ^.. .^μ l s (Π) μn-λm^d,.
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Proof. First of all, we will show that these conditions are sufficient. Let λ satisfy
conditions (I) and (II) of the theorem and define Yf,^ and #t according to
Definition 5.1. To prove the sufficiency, it is enough to show λ is the Δ+ -lowest
weight for a super-unitary representation obtained in Sect. 4.5. We put YA =
' y* = (al9 α2, . . . , ah) in the notation of Sect. 4.4. Note that depth (y*) =^dί=a1 =
ht(YA) holds. We divide the proof into three cases according to the value of g1.

(i) The case where g^^n.ln this case, we put

N = g3-n, YB = <Yλ

2 and Z=Yλ

3 + Π(n,q + gι-n)9

where Yl±Y2 = (αι ± ̂ ι» a2 ±b2,.. .) for two Young diagrams Yi = (aί9 a2, . . .),
Y2 = (fo1? b2, . . .) and Π(fc> 0 = C> '> > ') is a box type Young diagram with depth
k. Put T = (YA9 YB,Z). Then Γ belongs to F (N). In fact, we have

cn = ̂  + 9ι-n^q>d2 = b1= ht(YB)

and

N-c1=(g3-n)-(g3-g2-^q-n) = g2-q^dl=al = ht(YA).

From the definition, we have

(/1,/2 ? > Jp-i) = YA= Y1 = (λp — λ l 9 λ p _ ί — λ l 9 . ..9λ2 — ΛI)

Ul J2> jg-l) = ^β = ^2 = V^m ~~ λ+l,λm — λp + 2,.. . , λm — λm^ ^)

= G"ι - ^m + 4 ~ n, μ2 - λm + q - n, . . . , μn - λm + q - n\

because it holds that μ7 — μn + Qι =μj — λm. Since gl is greater than or equal to
n, we obtain q + g^ — n ̂  q, so we get ^ ̂  g for all / and every mt in (4.7) is equal
to m. Therefore we get

(s ! , s2 , . . . , sq, . . . ) = rZ = (n, n, . , . , n, . . . ).

4

Now we apply these values to Proposition 4.5 and get the weight of the vector
Xτwτ. Since we have

N N
-Λ_p-s f c_p--=-μm-/ϋ-«-- (p</c^m),

N N
Cι-mι + p- — = (μι-λm + q-n)-m + p-— (1 ^ / ̂  n),

the weight is

(̂  + ί,;ι2 + *,..., λp + ί,;ιp+1 + ̂
N N

where ί = -- A! = --- Λm — n. This is a translation of A by ί, hence its restriction

to I)c coincides with that of λ. Thus we prove that the lowest weight module with
the lowest weight λ in this case is super-unitarizable.
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(ii) The case where Q<gi<n. In this case, we put Sj = min {n,μn — λp+j} for
l^j^q and denote the Young diagram (sl9s29 ...9sq)by S. We also put

-S) and Z=Y*

We claim that T = (YA, YB,Z) is in f(N). Since we have

= (μn-λp+l,...,μn-λm_19μn- λm\

&;,&;>,...,fe;,..0 = '̂
Note that *S = (b'19 b29 . . . , b'n). Therefore it holds that

Similarly we get

b,=

So T satisfies

For the other condition N — cί ^ ht(YA)9 we calculate as follows:

N-c1=g3-gί-ci

+ q) (because b\ = q)

Now we proceed in the same way as in case (i). We note that

= ~ = — — —

= (μn-λp+ί-si,μn-λp+2-s2,...,μn-λm_1-sq_1\

From the definition we get b\ = ••• = b'gι = q^b'gι + ί. On the other hand, it holds
that μk — μn = Q for any d3 + l^k^n. Thus, from the condition g1^d3, we
get

Therefore we have ml = m for 1 ̂  / ̂  ̂ i and w, = ί?J + p for 0! < / ̂  n (see Eq. (4.7)).
Now we apply these values to Proposition 4.5. Then we get the weight of the vector
ΛΓΓwΓ. First note that, for gi < / ̂  n, it holds that

= -N/2 = μl-μn- N/2 (because μ, = //„).

The other coordinates of the weight of Xτwτ can be calculated similarly. So we
conclude that
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TV N
is the weight of Xτw r, where ί = -- λ1 = --- μn. Thus we proved that the

lowest weight module with the lowest weight λ in this case is also super-unitarizable.
(iii) The case where g± = 0. We keep the notations used above. Then N, YB

and Z used above become

N = 93=92, YB =
 t(Yλ

2-S) and Z = %

because of the condition g± = 0. It can be similarly proved that T = (YA, YB, Z) is
in y(N) and the weight of Xτwτ is equal to λ as an element in (f)c)*.

Thus we proved that a lowest weight module with the lowest weight λ, where
λ satisfies conditions (I) and (II), is super-unitarizable.

To prove the necessary condition, we consider two cases where μ1 — λm is zero
or not.

When μί — λm is zero, we must have gv = 0 and #2 — #3 Then, from Proposition
5.2, λ satisfies condition (5.3) of Theorem 5.3. For the case where μί — λm is not
zero, we prove the necessarity in the next lemma. Q.E.D.

Lemma 5.4. // μ± φλm then the condition in Theorem 5.3 is a necessary condition
for (π, V) to be super-unitary.

Proof. Let vλ be a lowest weight vector in V and put

)vλ for l£k£n-l.

We claim that vk is equal to zero if and only if τr(£m+1 m) π(£m+km)ί;fc is equal
to zero. In fact, the following three statements are equivalent:

(ii) ι
(iii)
It is clear that (i) implies (ii). Since V is irreducible, (iii) follows from (ii).
So let us show that (iii) implies (i). According to the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt

theorem, it can be written as

where

9o-= Θ β.

Since vk is a Δ£ -lowest weight vector, we can omit the term U(Q$ )U(\)(C) without
loss of generality. Thus we assume that vλ is of the form

where u^el/ίgj), A ^ e Λ g f and Y^ Λ g f .-If ujXj is not scalar, then the weight of
YjVk is lower than A, thus the vector YjVk vanishes. Therefore we get

If we consider the difference between the weights of υk and vλ carefully, we see
that y, is of the form:
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where s is a constant. Therefore we have

hence s is not zero. Now statement (i) holds.
An easy calculation tells us

ί J7 \ ί J? \ 1—Γ / Q 1 \

So we conclude that vk = 0 if and only if μ^ — λm^j—l for any j satisfying 1 ̂ j ^ k.
If vk is not zero, then its weight λ + kem - (fί H h fk) must satisfy

condition (2b) of Proposition 2.2. Comparing the mth component and the (m + n)th

component of the weight, we get g± = μn — λm ̂  k.
If gl ^n— 1, then the second half of condition (5.2) is obvious. So we can

assume 1 ̂ g ± ̂ n — 2. The above argument tells us that Ίϊgl<k then vk vanishes.
In particular, we have vgι + ί=Q. Then there exists an integer 1 ̂ j ^ g1 + 1 such that

Since μj — λm^μn — λm = gl9 the above j must be 0ι + 1. Thus we get

/V + 1 - ΛΊΊ = 01 = /*« - ^m S° ^9i + l = /V ™S meaΠS ^3 ^ 01 and We sll(>W that the

second half of condition (5.2) in Theorem 5.3.
Next we put

w f e -π(£ m _ f c + l m + 1 ) . π(£mm+1)ι;A for l ^ f c ^ m - 1 .

Then we can prove as above that wk Φ 0 holds if and only if λj — μ1 φ m — j for
any j satisfying m — k + 1 ^j 5Ξ m. This condition is trivial for p + 1 g m, so we
have wfc 9^ 0 for 1 ̂  fc g < .̂ Note that the weight of wk is /I + (em_k+ x -( ----- \-em}~ kfi
If wfe does not vanish then g2 = ̂ ι~ μi^k according to arguments similar to
those above. Therefore g2 ^ q holds and if g2 is greater than m - 2, the condition
g2^dl+ qis obvious. So we can assume q^g2^m — 2 without loss of generality.
The same arguments as above lead us to equation λm_g2 = λ1. From this it follows
thatd1 ^g2 -q and this is the first half of condition (5.2) in Theorem 5.3. Q.E.D.

We get similar results for the highest weight representations. Let λ =
(λί9...9 λm/μ1,. ..,μn) be an element of (ζc)* satisfying the condition

We define three Young diagrams Y*9 Ύλ

2 and

* 2 ~ (^P + 1 ~ ^m-> Ap + 2~~ λm, . . . , Am - i — Λm, 0),

Y3 = (μn - μ i >μn - μ2 , - , μn - μn - 1 » °)

Then we have

Theorem 5.5. Lei (π, K) foe an irreducible Δ+ -highest weight representation of
$u(p:q/n) mth the highest weight Λe(ί)c)*. Conditions (I) and (II) are necessary and
sufficient for (π, V) to be super-unitary.
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(I) The lowest weight λ satisfies

λp+l^.. '£λm^μn^. .'Zμl^λl^...'Zλp. (5.4)

(II) λ satisfies condition (5.5) or (5.6):

g2^d1+q and g^d39 (5.5)

g2^dl+d2 and g1=d3 = Q, (5.6)

Proof. We can construct the oscillator representations with the associated constant
ε=l in the same way as in [22]. Note that these oscillator representations are
highest weight modules. Then the sufficient condition follows from arguments
similar to those used in the case of the lowest weight representations. On the other
hand, we can obtain the necessary condition in a way similar to those used in the
proof of Lemma 5.4. Q'.E.D.
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